CHAPTER 6 – OPEN CHANNELS
6.0

OPEN CHANNELS

Open channels are man-made ditches and channels and natural channels, that are used to convey
stormwater flow. This section defines criteria and restrictions to be used in designing open
channels.
Grassed swales are a type of water quality BMP, and are not considered as an open channel. Use
and design requirements for grassed swales are contained in the BMP Clearinghouse.
6.1

References

Except where more stringent requirements are presented in this Design Manual, open channels
shall comply with VDOT and DCR requirements. The primary design references are:
•

VDOT Drainage Manual

•

VDOT Specifications

•

VA E&SC Handbook

•

Hydraulic Engineering Circular Number 15 (HEC-15), Design of Roadside
Channels with Flexible Linings, Current Edition, as amended

6.2

Design Methodology and Criteria
6.2.1

Major and Minor Channels

Open channels are classified as either major channels or minor channels. The base design storm
for storm drainage systems is a 10-year, 24-hour storm event. However the entire system must
be capable of handling a 100-year, 24-hour design storm.
A minor channel is designed to convey more frequent storm events (10 year or less) and include
most open channels and roadside ditches. These structures have less adverse consequences due
to overtopping.
A major channel is designed to convey less frequent storm events (100 year event) which would
have significant adverse consequences if it failed. Major channels protect buildings and other
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important features from flooding and catastrophic failures.
spillways, man-made channels, and natural watercourses.
6.2.2

They may include emergency

Design Flow

Design flow for open channels is contained in Chapter 5. Design flows for open channels must
be contained within the channel with adequate freeboard from the top of the bank to the peak
water level.
6.2.3

Hydrology

See Chapter 5 for methodology used to determine peak flows for a given design frequency.
6.2.4

Channel Hydraulics

Open channel design will be based on Manning’s Equation for open channel flow:

Q = A x 1.49/n x R2/3 x S1/2
Where:
Q=
A=
R=
S=
n=

Flow in the open channel (cfs)
Cross-section area of the channel (ft2)
A/wetted perimeter (ft)
Channel slope (ft/ft)
Channel roughness coefficient

Nomographs have been included in Appendix 6A for use in solving Manning’s equation setting
channel characteristics.
6.2.5

Channel Velocity

The lining of minor channels with drainage areas of five acres and less shall be designed to
withstand the erosive effects of a 2-year storm. The lining of minor channels with drainage areas
over five acres and major channels shall be designed to withstand the erosive effects of a 10-year
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storm. The final design shall be consistent with velocity limitations for the selected channel
lining, as presented in Table 6-1.
Major channels associated with dam embankment spillways or other structures where
catastrophic failure could result from a lining failure may be required to be designed to withstand
a more severe storm event.
Where open channels receive flow from storm drains, culverts, or other open channels, or in
other areas where channel velocity may cause scouring or erosion, outlet protection or energy
dissipation may be necessary to reduce the potential for severe erosion. For the design of energy
dissipation devices, see Chapter 11.
TABLE 6-1
Maximum Velocity Based on Channel Lining
Channel Lining

Vegetative Lined Channels
Tall Fescue Grass Mixtures
Kentucky Bluegrass
Annual and Perennial Rye
Sod
Geosynthetic Lined Channels
VDOT EC-2
VDOT EC-3, Type A
VDOT EC-3, Type B
Other
Riprap

Concrete

Maximum Velocity
(Design Storm)
Erosion Resistant Easily Erodible
Soils1
Soils2
6 fps
6 fps
4 fps
4 fps

4 fps
4 fps
3 fps
3 fps

4 fps
7 fps
10 fps
Per Mfr
Recommendations
Dependent on stone size and
thickness, see HEC-15 for design of
riprap channels
None
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1

Erosion resistant soils include those with a high clay content and high plasticity, silty
clay, sandy clay, and clay.
2
Easily erodible soils include those with a high content of fine sand or silty, lower
plasticity or non-plastic, sand, silt, sandy loam, and silty loam with an erodibility factor
(K) greater than 0.35.
6.2.6

Channel Slope

Generally the slope of a conveyance channel shall be established by the site topography. Open
channels must be graded to drain with no standing water following a rain event. The minimum
allowable grade shall be 2 percent for vegetated-lined and riprap-lined open channels and 1
percent for a concrete open channel.
The maximum allowable grade for a stormwater channel shall be dependent on the channel
lining materials and its ability to withstand erosion during the design storm.
6.2.7

Cross Sectional Area

Open channel cross-section area shall be designed based on site restrictions and channel capacity
requirements.
Acceptable cross-sectional area options include:
•

Vee

•

Parabolic

•

Trapezoidal

•

Rectangular
6.2.7.1

Vee

For design aids, see the VDOT Drainage Manual and the VA E&SC Handbook.
The maximum side slope of a vee-shape open channel is 3 horizontal to 1 vertical for natural or
vegetated channels and is 2 horizontal to 1 vertical for riprap, concrete or as approved by the
Administrator.
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6.2.7.2

Parabolic

For design aids, see the VDOT Drainage Manual and the VA E&SC Handbook.
6.2.7.3

Trapezoidal

For design aids, see the VDOT Drainage Manual and the VA E&SC Handbook.
The maximum side slope of a trapezoidal-shape open channel is 3 horizontal to 1 vertical for
natural or vegetated channels and is 2 horizontal to 1 vertical for all other linings engineered to
be stable at this slope.
6.2.7.4

Rectangular

Rectangular channels shall only be allowed where site restrictions prevent the installation of a
vee, parabolic, or trapezoidal channel.
The requirements for rectangular channels apply to any open channel with side slopes greater
than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical and include the following:
•

Rectangular channels must either be constructed of concrete or gabions.

•

An approved safety barrier must be placed on both sides for the length of the
rectangular channel, where the channel is more than 3-feet deep.

•

Care must be taken to ensure that energy dissipation is placed at the outfall of the
rectangular channel to prevent erosion at the discharge point.
6.2.8 Channel Lining

An open channel lining shall be designed based on the cross-section, slope, and channel velocity
requirements. The design may be based on a consideration of either permissive velocity or
tractive force as described in the VDOT Drainage Manual.
The preferred method for analyzing channel linings is to compare the maximum permissible
velocity for the channel lining, listed in Table 6.1 in this chapter of the Design Manual, to the
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design velocity computed using Manning’s equation to verify the selected lining is adequate. As
an alternative, the selected lining may be analyzed using the Tractive Force Method published in
the VDOT Drainage Manual. This method analyzes sediment critical shear loading on the open
channel bottom and side slope. The permissible tractive force for various soils is located in the
Appendix of the VDOT Drainage Manual.
Open channels may have different lining materials in different channel reaches based on velocity
and potential erosion conditions. Care must be exercised to avoid erosion at open channel
transition points.
The open channel lining will have an impact on the design capacity in the form of the roughness
coefficient. A table of generally accepted roughness coefficient (n) for various channels and
linings is included in Appendix 6A.
Allowable open channel linings include the following:
6.2.8.1

Natural

To the extent possible, natural channels shall be preserved.
To determine the permissive velocities in natural channels, based on soil conditions, use
permissible velocities based on soil conditions published in the VA E&SC Handbook. If the
design storm velocity exceeds the permissible velocity, a natural channel cannot convey the
stormwater runoff without modifying the discharge flow conditions or the natural channel.
6.2.8.2

Vegetative-Lined

Vegetated or grass-lined channels include man made channels lined with established vegetation.
These channels usually include a geosynthetic mat for channel stabilization.
The type of grass allowable for vegetative-lined open channels is dependant on the slope of the
channel, and the peak calculated velocity. Table 6-1 details the maximum permissible velocities
for various channel linings.
A permanent channel stabilization geosynthetic mat should be considered for all vegetated
channels. There are a wide variety of geosynthetic stabilization mat options from various
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manufacturers. The geosynthetic mat selected should be adequate for the slope and design flow
velocities calculated for the channel. Where appropriate, VDOT Road and Bridge Standard EC2 or EC-3 may be used.
Where a permanent geosynthetic mat is used to provide channel stabilization, information on the
proposed mat, in the form of manufacturer’s catalog information, shall be submitted as a part of
the stormwater management plan. The catalog information shall include the manufacturer’s
recommendations for maximum allowable velocity.
Design drawings must state that the
geosynthetic stabilization mat shall be installed in strict accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
Where a permanent channel stabilization geosynthetic is not used, a temporary geosynthetic
lining designed to provide a measure of bank stability until such time a reasonably stable and
mature stand of vegetation is established shall be provided.
6.2.8.3

Riprap-Lined

The use of vegetated and geosynthetic-lined open channels for gentle-sloped open channels and
concrete for steep-sloped open channels is encouraged. Riprap-lined channels will not be
acceptable where vegetated or geosynthetic-lined open channels are feasible. However, where
design flow velocities exceed the erosive capability of a natural or vegetative-lined channel, rip
rap may be used as a channel liner in areas where erosion is a concern. For an extended length
of high velocity channel, consideration should be given to using a concrete channel rather than
rip rap.
Use of riprap-lined channels requires pre-approval from the City.
Where riprap is approved by the City, it shall meet VDOT Standards and VDOT Specifications.
VDOT recommended 50 percent stone size (D50) and weight (W50) and recommended thickness
(T) for various riprap classifications is included in Appendix 6A.
6.2.8.4

Concrete-Lined

Concrete shall be considered where design velocities dictate or where there is a need to provide
the maximum level of erosion protection.
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6.2.9

Freeboard Requirements

Minor channels shall have a minimum of 6” of freeboard above the calculated water level during
the design peak flow, unless flow is supercritical. Where flow is supercritical, a minimum of 12”
of freeboard is required. Flow is supercritical when:

V / (32.2 x H)0.5 > 1
Where:
V=
H=

Velocity (fps)
Depth of flow (feet)

Major channels shall have a minimum of 12” of freeboard above the calculated water level
during the design peak flow.
At bends and curves, the freeboard shall be measured from the calculated water level, including
the increased depth due to the superelevation of the water surface.
6.2.10 Calculation of Depth of Flow at Bends and Curves
Increases in the depth of flow occur at bends and curves due to the superelevation of the water
surface. Superelevation of the water surface at bends and curves is calculated by:

ΔZ = V2 / (32.2 x rc) x (ro – ri)
Where:
ΔZ = Difference in water surface elevation between the concave and convex
banks (ft)
V = Average velocity (ft/s)
rc =
Radius of the center of the stream at the bend (ft)
ro =
Radius of the outside bank of the stream at the bend (ft)
ri =
Radius of the inside bank of the stream at the bend (ft)
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The increase in the normal stream flow depth at the outer bank of an open channel bend is one
half of ΔZ.
6.3

Environmental Considerations and Fishery Protection

Construction or modifications to open channels shall comply with all applicable laws and
regulations. The applicant is responsible for procuring all necessary permits, such as USACE and
DEQ Wetland Permits, DEQ VPDES Permits, etc., prior to obtaining a Land Disturbance Permit.
6.4

Maintenance Requirements

The permittee is responsible for maintenance of open channels until construction is complete,
including final clean up and site stabilization, to the satisfaction of the City. After the
completion of construction, the property owner is responsible for maintenance of open channels.
Maintenance includes periodically pruning or mowing vegetation and removing debris.
No one shall fill, modify, or construct structural modifications which impairs or restricts flow in
open channels. Property owners shall periodically prune vegetation to avoid restricting flow
capacity and shall correct erosion damage as necessary.
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APPENDIX 6A
APPENDIX 6A - AIDS FOR OPEN CHANNEL DESIGN FROM CHAPTER 7, VDOT
DRAINAGE MANUAL
Appendix 7B-1, LD-268, Roadside and Median Ditch Design Form
Appendix 7B-3, Channel Stability Work Sheet
Appendix 7B-4, Riprap Design Work Sheet for Standard VDOT Riprap Sizes Only
Appendix 7B-5, Riprap Design Work Sheet for other than VDOT Standard Riprap Sizes
Appendix 7C-1, Nomograph for Solution of Manning’s Equation
Appendix 7C-2, Trapezoidal Channel Capacity Chart
Appendix 7C-3, Nomograph for Solution of Normal Depth
Appendix 7D-1, Values of Roughness Coefficient n, 2 sheets
Appendix 7D-3, Standard VDOT Riprap Classifications, Weights, and Blanket Thickness
Appendix 7D-5, Selection of Stability Factors
Appendix 7D-6, Permissible Velocities for Erodible Linings
Appendix 7E-1, Angle of Repose of Riprap in Terms of Mean Size and Shape of Stone
Appendix 7E-2, Permissible Shear Stress for Non-Cohesive Soils
Appendix 7E-3, Permissible Shear Stress for Cohesive Soils
Appendix 7E-4, Bank Angle Correction Factor (K1) Nomograph
Appendix 7E-5, Correction Factor for Riprap Size
Appendix 7E-6, Riprap Size Relationship
Appendix 7E-7, Channel Side Shear Stress to Bottom Shear Stress Ratio
Appendix 7E-8, Tractive Force Ratio (K2)
Appendix 7E-9, Determination of Mean Spherical Diameter
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